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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The poet, the painter, the writer of prose, the dancer,

the sculptor, and the philosopher are able to communicate

their artistic genius in a direct manner to the reader or

the observer. The musician, the architect, and the dramatist,

however, are forced to transmit their artistic expression

by means of an interpretative medium. The oomposerts music

is interpreted by one or more muscians; the arohiteot's

blueprint is interpreted by the oontractor and those who

work for him; the playwright submits his play to the producer,

the director, the tech~~p~~P.~',:~Fj.n,Ci t~e.·a"c~Q~s, who interpret
• .. '.. '-' '.' ., ".' .• '" • ~ .j .', ...., "

" .•• ' '," , .. o' J.' '.

it. fot' the audience ..

The play is not a completed work of art until it is

produoed; hence, a portion of the total worth of a drama

depends upon these mid.dle men. These dispensers of the

playwright·s art are often able in many ways to enhance that

art in olarityand beauty. There are, however, many problems

inVOlved in the transformation of the written play into an

actual performanoeofit.

One such problem is that of non-verbatimrspresentation

the script .. , A ohange of words during a performance of
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any play of merit must necessarily damage the effectiveness

and the unity of that play. Any good play has been oarefully

written and rewritten by the playwright. Eaoh word has been

meaningfully chosen., Each speech, as it has been written,

has a purpose in fulfilling the total effeot of the play.

The duty of the playwright is to write the play; the duty of

the aotor to the playwright is to "Speak the speech, I pray
1you, as I pronounced it to you .... "

Purpose .Qi thiS resea:;:c]... This reseal'ch is the result

of the curiosity of the writer to learn the extent of ver

batim memorization and the nature of those departures from

the verbatim, to discover the relationship between verbatim

memorization and the rehearsal schedule, and to see the

relationship of various factors which may influence the degree

of perfection of verbatim performance in the Indiana state

Teaohers Oollege theatre program.

In so far as is known, this is the first investigation

of this nature ever conducted" The pUl'pose of this thesis is

to report the findings of the analysis of these problems.

l?rdO'~dtireS .Qi this,Reseal'oh.The procedure used to

gathel' data in solution of these problems, briefly stated,

was to listen to recordings of publicpl:esentations o.f
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fourteen full-length plays by the Sycamore Players, the

dramatic organization of 'Indiana State Teachers Oollege,

and to compare the spoken lines as heard on the recordings

with the written lines as found in the script inoluded in

the produotion books for eaoh of the reoorded plays.. Eaoh

of the fourteen recordings was com~letely heard at least

twioe.. Each line was checked on a tabulation sheet as

being the correct or incorrect verbatim delivery of the play.

Standarq,~~ iA ,judging oorreotnes..§. of speecq.. ,

It was necessary to set up a list of standards to deter-

mine whether or not a speech was correct before listening

to the reoordings.. The following was a list of those

standards used:

1.. The standards set up by the writer were arbi
trary but oonsistent ..

2.. A speeoh was defined as being an uninterrupted
sequenoe of words spoken by one of the characters
in the play.

3.. Orowd noises or indefinite speeches were not
Qonsidered ..

4. An addition, or omission of an exo1amation or
a >gasp was not considered to be inoorrect ..

5.~ If a section of the play was omitt ed because of
imperfect memorization, the actor whose mistake
oausedthe omission was credited With an error, and
the portion of the play omitted was not ;further
oonsidered.

6. Recordedspeeohes inaudible to the listener
were not considered.,. '..... "
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7. Each speech recorded was':'considered correct

or incorrect as a unit. If an actor had a particu~
larly long speech, it was broken down into eight
line units; each unit was then tabulated separately.

g. In the event of more than one error in the
~ame speech, the actor was charged with an incorrect
speech only for the first error.

9. In case of disagreement between the two sep
arate tabulations for each recording, a mean was
computed on the basis of one-third strength to the
first tabulation and two-thfrds strength to the second
tabulation. The second tabulation was given greater
weight because of the writer's more thorough under~
standing of the play during its second tabulation.

10. In case of doubt as to the correctness of ~ny
speech or group of speeches, the listener replayed
that portion of the recording.

11. An incorrect speech was placed into one of four
categories: substitution, addition, subtraction, or
rearrangement.

12. The error was termed addition if the actor added
a word or group of words not included in the script.

13. The error was termed subtraction if a word or
a group of words included in the script were omitted
by the actor.

14. The error was termed substitution if a word or
,a group of words included in the script were replaced
by another word or. group of words by the actor ..

15· . The error was termed rearrangement .if the actor
uttered all of the words included in the script but in
p,n incorrect sequence • .

Sburce of~. The recordings were collected over

a period of nearly six years and were, of course, the primary

source of data .for thi,s~urv~y. Other necessary data were

informationa'iJ0utthe plctYs recorded and information about the
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,,-

actors appearing in those plays. Information about'the plays,
,>

such as date of performance, number of rehearsals, number

of days in rehearsal, and names of the actors in the cast, was

gathered by investigating the production books on file in the

office of the director of dramatics ..

..,
their percentages were not computed individually.. However,

there were one hundred and five 'actors and actresses, appearing

in one hundred and sixty-nine characterizations of ten or

more speeches, who required investigation.. Data concerning

those actors' percentile scores on the American Council of

Education Psychological Examination, their scholarship indices,

and their previous experience in the Indiana State Teachers

College theatre program were gathered in the offices of the

dean of instruction, the registrar, the director of research,

and the head of the speech department at Indiana state Teachers

Oollege.. Specific procedures and sources of data will be

discussed in more detail in subsequent chapters ..

Li1ni'ta:tion~ of the research" Before reporting the

findings of 'this survey, several general limitations should

be nbte'd.. Altheugh it is believed that fourteen record,ings

serve as a. ~t1:tfic:i.ent Iltilnberto obtain reliable data as to
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the ver'batimmemorization situation at'Indiana State Teachers

College, it would be unwise to assume that this local

ei.tuation might be transformed into an accurate national or

world picture of verbatim memorization in the theatre. There

is a possibility that such might be the case, but there is

no certainty; hence, the writer will limit himself to local~

ized conclusions from his localized evidence that may

possibly, but not conclusively, be true on a wider scope.

Some of the recordings were almost six years old;

some of them have been played many times. Furthermore, the

productions were recorded under good but by no means ideal

conditions. Therefore, the recordings were not always clear.

An honest attempt was made to minimize errors due to

imperfect recording by refusing to consider any speech that

was inaudible or unintelligible.

Although each recording was heard at least twice,

there is almost certain to be some inaccuracy in tabulating

the comparison between script and recording. An effort was

made to keep this error at a minimum.

The practice of counting a complete speech or an eight

line unit oia speech correct or incorrect is not wholly

valid. ,A speech of several words was given the same degree

ofimportancea,s an eight-line speech. In order to avoid'

this invalidity, it would have been necessary to count each
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individual word as verbatim or otherwiie. This seemed to be

an almost impossible task. Furthermore, it would seem that

the memorization of an idea is more significant than mere

accuracy of words.

Each speech unit was judged either completely

correct or completely incorrect. Oonsequently, a speech

having in it more than one error did not receive its proper

emphasis. This procedure was necessary, however, in order to

compute verbatim memorization peroentages.

Several faotors, believed to have a great influenoe

on verbatim memorization, were of such subjeotive nature

that they could not be treated reliably in an objeotive

manner. These faotors are to be examined briefly in Chapter

V.. Among them is the aotor's degree of willingness to

memorize his lines verbatim. Consequently, the oonolusions

of this research are based on the aotorts aotual memori

zation achievement and not on his ability to memorize.

The purpose of this stUdy is to show the extent

of verbatim memorization, the nature of non-verbatim repre

sentation, the relationship of rehearsal sohedules to

verbatim memorization, and the relationships of verbatim

memoriaation to the ability and experience of the actors-

t.oa~alyze verbatim memori zation as found in fourteen



productions at Indiana state Teachers Collegeo



OHAPTER II

PRESENTATION OF DATA

A. THE EXTENT OF VERBATIM MEMORIZATION AND THE NATURE

OF NON-VERBATIM MEMORIZATION AT INDIANA STATE

TEACHERS COLLEGE

Extent of verbatim memorization. The first problem

of this research was to discover'the extent of verbatim

memorization in the theatre program at Indiana State

Teachers Oollege. Table I shows the findings of this in

vestigation. A verbatim memorization percentage was

computed for each of the fourteen recorded productions.

This was done by dividing the number of verbatim lines

of the play by the total number of recorded lines of the

play. Each production was assigned a letter in Table I;

These code letters are identified in Appendix A., on Page 69.

The number of verbatim speeches was placed in the first

column; the number of incorrect speeches was placed in the

column; the total number of recorded speeches was

placed in the third column; and the verbatim memorization

percentage was placed in the fourth column. Totals for each

column ~ppear at the bottom of the table.



TABl,E I

THE EXTENT OF VERBATIM MEMORIZATION AT INDIANA

STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE

l?l,AY VERBATIM INCORREOT TOTAL PERCENTAGE

A 1051 213 1264 S3.15

B 11S~f 293 14g1 SO .. 22

a 5S6 173 759 77 .. 21

D 390 Ilg 50S 76.77

E 63S 201 S39 76.04

F 617 197 g14 75 .. SO

G 975 31S 1293 75.41

H gOO 269 1069 74.S4-

I 769 291 1060 72 .. 55

J 4-94 IS7 6S1 72 .. 54

:K 70S 29S 1006 70 .. 3S

L 912 4-69 13S1 66,,04

At S22 4-34 1256 65 .. 45

N m.. 4ss 1261f 61..63

T~,TAL 10,729 3,946 14,675 73 .. 11

10
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The percentage of verbatim memorization for the fofir

teen productions included in this study was 73.11 per cant ..

N,early three of every four speeches were delivered verbatim..
I

Nearly five of every six speeches, or $3.15 per cent, were

delivered word for word in production "A"; nearly five of

every eight speeches, or 61 .. 63 per ~ent, were verbatim in

production liN" ..

Nature of BQll-verbatim memorization. The second

problem was to discover the nature of inaccurate speeches,

in the fourteen recorded productions.. Tables II and III

analyze the findings of this investigation. Each incorrect

speech was classified into one of four groups: SUbstitution,

addition, subtraction, or rearrangement, terms that were

defined in Ohapter I.. Table II lists the frequency with

whiyh each type of error occurred in each of the fourteen

recor~ed productions. Table III, on Page 13, lists the

pergentage of each type of error of the total incorrect

speeches for each production. These percentages were computed

by dividing the number of each type of errol' by the total

number of errors for each production..
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TABLE II

FREQUENOY OF FOUR TYPES OF NON-VERBATIM SPEECHES

SOBSTI- SUB- REAR-
PLAY TUITION ADDITION TRACTION RANGEMENT TOTAL

A g6 70 35 22 213

B 103 73 . g4 33 293

c 64 4-3 40 26 173

D 31 39 34 14 1Ig

E 62 4g 59 32 201

F 45 4-2 fL g3 27 197

G 106 114 71 27 3Ig

H 104 77 65 23 269

I 126 94 43 2g 291

J 75 37 41 34 197

K 134 92 43 29 29g

L 17g 15g g7 46 469

M 165 121 112 36 434

N lZg; 11+1 114 £ 4g5

,'riOTAL 1457 1149 911 429 3946 ~"

=
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TABLE III

PEROENTAGES OF FOUR TYPES OF NON-VERBATIM SPEEOHES

SUBSTI- SUB... RE-AR-
PLAY TUT!bN ADDITlo:N ' ·TB..ACTION RANGEBNT tOtAL·

A 40.3al 32,,86 16.43 10.33 100,,00

B 35,,15 24.91 281.,67 11.26 ~9 .. 99

0 36 .. 99 24 .. 816 23 .. 12 15 .. 03 100 .. 00

D 26 .. 27 33 .. 05 2sL,81 11..86 99 .. 99

E 30.85 23 .. 8g 29,,35 15 .. 92 100,,00

F 22 .. 8lj. 21.32 42 .. 13 13 .. 71 100.00

G 33 .. 33 35·85 22 .. 33 8.49 100.00

H 38,,66 2g .. 62 24 .. 16 et55 99.99

I 43.30 32.. 30 14 .. 78 9,,62 100.. 00

J 40.11 19·79 21,,93 18\.18 100,,01

K 44.97 30,,87 14.43 9.73 100.-00

L 37.,95 33.69 18.55 9.81 100.00

M 3g .. 02 27.gg 25.81 g.. 29 100.00

N 3'6 .. 70 29.0Z 23·51 10.. 1~ 100.00

TOTAL 36 .. 92 29,,12 23 .. 09 10.87 100.00
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SUbstitution;: with 36.92 per Gen~, was the most pre~

valent type of departure from a verbatim representation ofr

the fourteen plays. Substitution was the most common type of

error in eleven of the fourteen plays, second most common in

two others, and third :1,n the remaining production. Percentages

of substitution for individual plays ranged from 22.84 per

cent to 44-.97 per cent. Addition, ~ith 29.12 per cent, was

second only to substitution; it ranked highest in two pro

ductions, second in eight prOductions, and third in four

productions. Percentages of addition for individual plays

ranged from 19.79 per cent to 35.g5 per cent. SUbtraction,

with 23.09 per cent, ranked third; it ranked first in one

prOduction, second in four productions, and third in the

remaining nine productions. Subtraction had the greatest

range of percentages, from 1'-1-.1.1-3 pel" cent to 4-2.13 per cent.

Rearrangement, with lO.g7 per cent, was the least common form

of mi~representation of the script in each of the fourteen

productions; its percentages ranged from 8.29 per cent to

18.18 per cento

The competent director of today's theatre must care

fully plan his rehearsal schedule on the basis of many con-
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siderationse He must choose a time for rehearsals when the

cast oan most conveniently attend. He must plan his rehearsals

far enough in advanoe so that his actors and actresses can

have a clear enough understanding of the play and of their

individual charaoter to give a convincing interpretation..

Should he also prepare his rehearsal schedule in consideration

of verbatim memorization? Is there an optimum number of

rehearsals whioh will effect a more nearly perfect verbatim

presentation of the play? Is there an optimum number of

days between the first rehearsal 'and the first presentation

of a production?

Relationship of verbatim memorization and number Q!

rehearsals.. The purpose of this chapter is to answer these

questions.. The director, obviously, must cast his play early

enough to allow his players sufficient time in which to

memorize their lines. The rehearsal schedule must consider

verbatim memorization at least to that extent.. Is there,

however~ an optimum number of rehearsals that will achieve the

best memorization results?

Table IV lists the verbatim memorization peroentage and

the number of rehearsals for each of the recorded productions ..



TABLE IV

RELATIONSHIP OF VERBATIM MEMORIZATION AND

NUMBER OF REHEARSALS

VERBATIM MEMORIZATION NO. OF
PLAY PERCENTAGE REHEARSALS

A g3.15 23
B go .. 22 14-

0 77 .. 21 22

D 76.77 15

E 76.04 22

F 75.g0 22$

G 75 .. 41 19
H 74 .. g4 16

I 72 .. 55 25

J 72.54 24

K 7°.3g 19
L 66.011- 15

:M 65.45 19

N 61 .. 63 19
MEAN 73 .. 4-3 20
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Table IV indicates that there is':very little Or 'no

relationship between the number of rehearsals and the

verbatim representation of the production. The number of

rehearsals ranged from fourteen to twenty-eight; productions

with many rehearsals and productions with few rehearsals

appeared among both the highest and the lowest percentages.

A coefficient of correlation was computed between verbatim

memorization percentages and numbers of rehearsals, and this

coefficient substantiates the fact of little or no relation

ship between the two factors. The coefficient was .16g, with

a probable error of plus or minus .175. This coefficient of

correlation was so low that it clearly shows no relationship

of any significance.

RelationshiR of verbatim memorization~ number .Qi.

daIS in rehearsal" Table V shows the relationship between

verbatim memorization and the number of daYs between the

first rehearsal and the first performance of the play. Table V

lists the percentage of verbatim memorization and the number

of days in rehearsal for each recorded production.



TABLE V· "

RELATtONSHIP OF VERBATIM MEMORIZATION AND ~TU:MBER OF

DAYS IN REHEARSAL

VERBATIM DAYS IN
PLAY PEROENTAGE REHEARSAL

A g3.15 33
B 80.22 24
Cl 77.21 28
D 76.77 g

E 76.04 25
F 75 .. g0 28

G 75.41 26
H 740g4 31
I 72.. 55 31
J 72.54- 31
K 7°.3g 22
L 66.04 15
M 65. 45 20
1'1' 61 .. 63 19

MEAN 73.43 24.. 36
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Table V indicates that there is some relationship

between verbatim memorization and the number of days in

rehearsal. Of the eight productions that have percentages

about that of the mean percentage, six had more days in

rehearsal than the mean number of days in rehearsal. Of

the six productions with percentage~ below the mean, four

had fewer days in rehearsal than the mean. However, there

are departures from this rule. The coefficient of corre

lation between verbatim memorization and the number of

days in rehearsal is .409, with a probable error of plus

or minus .150. This coefficient is of sufficient size to

be termed significant, but it is so small that the

relationship is slight. There is a positive relationship

between high peroentages of verbatim memorization and high

number of days in rehearsal, but only a slight one.

C.'OBJEOTIVE ANALYSIS OF POSSIBLE INFLUENOING FAOTORS

ON VERBATIM MEMORIZATION OF THE AOTOR

Do intelligent actors memorize more exaotly than less

intelligent ones? Do aotors with high educational achievement

memorizerrJ.oreexaotly, than ones With lesser achievement?

Do experienced actors memorize more exactly than less ex-

Do aotors with leading roles memorize more
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exactly than actors with small roles? 1)'0 girls memoii ze

more exactly than boys? Do actors of college age memorize

more exactly than juvenile actors? The purpose of this

chapter is to answer these questions.

Procedure of analysis. A percentage of verbatim

memorization was computed for each actor who had ten or

more speeches in the fourteen recorded productions. These

percentages were then correlated With suoh aspects as the

actor's score on the American Oouncil of Education

Psychological Examination, his scholarship index, the number

of his previous characterizations in productions of the

Sycamore Players, the size of his role, his sex, and his ageo

There were one hundred and sixty-nine characterizations

by one hundred and five actors studied in this research.

These characterizations were placed into five categories, on

the, basis of number of speeches recorded. This was done

because it Would have been unfair to compare the memorization

of an actor who had ten speeches with one who had four hundred

and forty-three speeches. Each correlation was computed five

times,once for each of the five groups.

V'erba.t:ti!!memori zat-ion and intelligence of actor ..

Tables VI,VII,V:tII, IX, and X show the relationship between

verbati111 l1'lem6iizat>ion perce:ntages of each characterization

,iaIidthe percentile score on the American Oouncilof Education
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I,) the actor who performed the role. The second colUmn lists
i'li

'ii, included. The third column gives the verbatim memorization
, t
iii percentage of that characterization. The fourth coluran gives

Psychological Examination of the actor who played ,the

characterization. Only one hundred and forty~three of the

one hundred and sixty-nine characterizations of the fourteen

21

the letter of the production in which the characterization was

thirty-five or more speeches. Table VII treats character-

recorded productions were played by actors who had percentile

scores recorded for them. Consequently, this section of the

chapter treats only that group of characterizations.

Table VI compares percentile· scores and verbatim memo

rization percentages of characterizations of one hundred and
,

-
izations of from eighty-five to one hundred and thirty-four

speeches. Table VIII is concerned with characterizations of

from thirty-nine to eighty-four speeches. Table IX examines

characterizations of from twenty-one to thirty-eight speeches.

Table X treats characterizations of from ten to twenty speeches.

The organization of each of these five tables is the

same. The first column indicates the number representing

the percentile score of the psychological examination of the

actor who played the role ..

The mean verbatim memorization percentage of each of

,the five groups and their mean psyohological percentile score

;!

f'i,',

'-I'; ,.
;-'1

,
i :
i'II
'f

i:

I;
\1
!"i

Ii

'11
,ii

[,-ji
ii,

~, '.

" I'
, t,
i- l;'
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are lis~ed at the bottom of the tables. The coefficient of

correlation, with its probable error, between those two

factors is also listed at the bottom of the tables.

Tables VI, VII, VIII, IX, and X follow on successive

pages.
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TABLE VIII

RELATIONSHIP OF VERBATIM MEMORIZATION PEROENTAGES

AND PSYCHOLOGIOAL PEROENTILE SOORES

(39-84)

VERBATIM PEROEN-
ACTOR PLAY PERCENTAGE TILE

1 I 92·73 94
51 B 92.68

~~53 K 91.11
54- F 90.20 84-
~5 B 90.00

~g
~

K 88.37
K 86.59 48~6 D 86.00 59

57 J 86.00 84-
4j

G 82.14
~~G 80.77

5g K 79.10 4-7
9 A 77.7g 35

i~
H 7l· 27 15
H 7 .19

~l12 C 76.19
60 M 7~.47 30
~~

K 7· .6~ 91
F 72.4 99g E 71.70 9g

42 E lo.ao 6561 D l o 65 61
45 J 6 .67 7062 G 66.0~

~~42 N 65.5
19 D 65.12

~626 D 55.~663 I ~5. 1 61
26 N 7.06 40
63 J 31.71 61

MEAN 74.72 58.53
r .042 plus or minus .123
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TABLE IX

RELATIONSHIP OF VERBATIM MEMORIZATION PERCENTAGES

AND PSYCHOLOGICAL PERCENTILE SCORES

(21-38)

= VERBATIM PERCEN-
ACTOR PLAY PERCENTAGE TILE

66 I 91~lg 60
67 B 87.50 3468 I 87~10 50
69 I 85. 29 72
70 I 83.3~ 72
56 I 82.1 4828 I 80.00 3923 E 78.i3 85
72 K 77·78 22
7~ H 77.42 8
b3 I 74.07

6~M 73.68
75 H 73.68 74
13 I 72.97 83
13 K 72.73 83
76 E 72.41

~~77 M 71.49
5 E 71. 3 5378 E

b~:~~
62

18 E 96
79 H 69.23 99
5 N 68.57

~~78 H 66.67
£l N 6~.3g 66

H 6 .29 40
35 N 62.86 72
25 H 62.50 5541 K 61.54 3181 N 57.58 63
55 L 50.00 45
MEAN 72.61 55.80
r -.005 plus or minus .123

=



TABLE X
27

97
9g
11
61
66
77
99gg
90
6g
99
99
71
96
g~

~l
17
31
07
g2
99
~4
71
90

l~
73.97

PEROEN
TILE

VERBATIM
PEROENTAGE

##44

r .103 plus or minus .124-

g2 I 100,,00

~4
I 100.00
I 94.12

63 E 93.75
77 E 92.31
g5 E 92.31g6 E g6.61
g7 I g5,,11gg K 85.71
g9 I g2.35
79 N Sl .. 25
90 H 75.. 00
91 J 75.00
§l E 75.00

J 72.73
95 I 72.22
12 I 70.59
16 J 70 .. 00
97 I 69. 23
9g J bg.42

100 I 61.54
101 I 5l· g9g6 H 5· .25
12 K 5~.5691 K 5 .55102 A 54.55

104 E ~O.OO
105 I 0.. 00
42 H 40~OO

MEAN 72.35

RELATIONSHIP OF VERBATIM MEMORIZATION PEROENTAGES

AND PSYOHOLOGIOAL PEROENTILE SCORES

(10..,,20)



The verbatim.~emorization pereen~ages were arranged

in descending order. If there had been a close relationship

between the final two columns of figures, the psychological

percentiles would also have fallen in an approximate

descending order. This was not the case. In fact, there

seemed to be almost no order of any sort in the arrangement

of the psychological percentile scores. Furthermore, the

coefficients of correlation were'so low as to be completely

without significance, indicating almost no relationship

between verbatim memorization and psychological percentile

scores.

Percentile scores on the psychological examination

were discovered for eighty-three actors who appeared in ten

or more recorded speeches. Total percentages of verbatim

memorization were computed for each of these actors by

diViding each actor's total verbatim speeches in every

chara~terization in which he appeared throughout the fourteen

recorded productions by his total number of recorded speeches

in every characterization. The total percentages of the

eighty-three actors were then correlated with the percentila

score of the actors. The coefficient of correlation was .012,

with a proba.ble error of plus or minus .074" The "whole"

correlation. rei terates the contention of the "part'! correlations

. that little, or no relationship exists between verbatim memor

and a measure of intelligence"
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Table XI summarizes the information of the previous

five tables and of the preceding paragraph.. The mean verba

tim memorization percentage for each of the f~ve groups is

listed in the first column; the mean psychological percentile

for each group is listed in the second column; the coefficients

of correlation are listed in the third column; and the probable

errors are listed in the fourth cOlUmn.. The mean of each

column for the five groups is listed at the bottom as are

the total computations explained in the preceding paragraph..

TABLE XI

St~y OF RELATIONSHIP OF VERBATIM MEMORIZATION

PERCENTAGES AND PSYOHOLOGICAL PERCENTILE SCORES

1m.. VERBATIM MN. PER- COEFF .. OF
GROUP PEROENTAGE CENTILE CORRELATION P. li":

135 + 70 .. gS 70"g3 .061 !.125
g5-134 76.49 70.0g - .032 !.135
39-g4 74.72 5g.53 .042 :t.123
2l-3g 72.61 55.S0 - .065 :t.123
10-20 72.35 73.97 .103 ±.124
MEAN 73.40 65.gl+ .022 1:..126
TOTAL 73.16 64.06 .012 :t.074
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chapter is whether or not actors with high educational

achievement memorize more exactly than actors with mediocre

achievement~ The scholarship index at Indiana State Teachers

College was used to represent educational aChievement, and

the percentage of verbatim memorization was used to indicate

the exactness of memorization. One hundred and forty-nine

characterizations were ..by actors who had attended Indiana

State Teachers College and hence ,had on record a scholarship

index. These characterizations were also divided into

five groups on the basis of number of speeches.

Tables XII, XIII, XIV, XV, and XVI, which appear on

successive pages, show the relationship of verbatim memori

zation and educational achievement. The number of the actor

appears in the first column, the letter of the play in the



RELATIONSHIP OF VERBATIM MEMORIZATION PERCENTAGES

AND ScHOL~~SHIP INDIOES (135 PLUS)

31
TABLE XII

G 93~9g

A 93 .. 73 -
B S70SS
B S7~12
B S4 0 24
H 80017
K gO~OO

A 79.52
G 78 .. 83
A 78.50
F 77.86
Ii' 75.63
o 75.33

i t~: ~t
L 73 0 42
B 71.04
F 69.32
B 6g o 7g
L 64 0 20
E 63.52
~ ~g:~Z
~ ~g:~4
L 54~ 59

~ ~~:~~
M 48.31

MEAN 70.g5

r. &100 plus or minus 0124
.. '- ... :. . '"',''' .

1
2

4
~
9

10
11
12
13
11

14
:1.5
16
18
19
2()
21
16
22
15

8
23
23
18
~g

VERBATIM SOHOLARSHIP
ACTOR PLAY . PERCENTAGE INDIOES



. VERBATIM SCHOLARSHIP
AOTOR PLAY PERCENTA.GE INDIClES,

B
A.
J
H
M
B
J
C
D
o
B
N

"L
H
D
M
.A
o
C
11[

I
L
B
G
N
M
I

MEAN 71 0 09

r .073 plus or minUs .121

TABLE XIII

RELATIONSHIP OF VERBATIM MEMORIZATION PEROENTAGES

AND SCHOLARSHIP INDIOES (g5-134)



tABLE XIV

RELATIONSHIP OF VERBATIM MEMORIZATION PEROENTAGES

AND SOHOLARSHIP INDIOES (39-84)

33

92 .73
92.68 .
91.11
90.20
90.00
g8.37
86.59
86.00
86.00
82.14
80.77
79.10
77.18
77. 27
76.19
76.19
75.4-7
74.65
72 .46
71·70
70.00
67.65
66.b7
66,,07
65.52
65.12
55.56
55. .,4.1
47 .. 06
37.84
31.. 71

73.16

I
B
K
F
B
K
K
D
J
G
Go
K
A
H
H
o
M
K
F
E
E
D
J
G
N
D
D
I
N
H
J

r -.084 plus or minus ,,120

VERBATIM SOHOLARSHIP
AOTOR PLAYPEROENTAGE INDIOES

1
51
§~

~i
~6
57
4j
58
. 9
59
16
12
60

~~
8

42
61
45
62
42
19
26
63
26
47
63

MEAN



TABLE XV

J
I
B
I
I
I
I
I
E
K
H
I
M
H
I
K
E
M
E
E
E
H
N
C
H
Ill'
H
Ill'
H
K
Ill'
L

'VERBATIM SOHOLARSHIP
AOTo'R PLAY. 'PEROENTAGE': 'INDIoES

RELATIONSHIP OF VERBATIM MEMORIZATION PERCENTAGES

AND SCHOLARSHIP INDICES (21-3g)



100.00
100,,00
94.1.2
93·75
92.31
92.31
g6.67
Si5.Il
g5.71
g2.35
gl.25
75.00
75.00
75.,00
72 .73
72.22
70.59
10.00
69.23
6g.,42
61.,54
57.89
56 .. 25
55.56
54.. 55
54.55
50, .00
40.00
40.00

72 .34

I
I
I
E
E
E
E
I
K
I
1'1
H
J
E
J
I
I
J
I
J
I
I
H
K
K
A
E
I
H

r .082 plus or minus .124

82

:4
63
77
g5
86
87
g8
89
79
90
91
§~
95
12
16
97
98

100
101

g6
12
91

102
104
105

42

MEAN

TABLE XVI

VERBATIM SOHOLARSHIP
AOTOR PLAY, PERCENTAGE INDICES

RELATIONSHIP OF VERBATIM MEMORIZATION PEROENTAGES

AND SOHOLARSHIP INDIOES (10-20)
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The five previous tables reveal "that there is very

little relationship existing between verbatim memorization

and eduoational aohievement. The ooeffioients of oorrelation

are far too small to be oonsidered signifioant.

Scholarship indices were disoovered for eighty-eight

actors. These were oorrelated with their oorresponding

total verbatim peroentages whioh were computed by dividing

the verbatim speeches of every characterization by eaoh actor

by the total number of speeches recorded by the same aotor ..

This ooefficient of oorrelation was .024, with a probable'

error of plus or minus .072• So the "total" oorrelation onoe

again agrees olosely wi th the oorrelation of the five groups.

A mean of verbatim memorization percentages, scholarship

indioes, ooefficients of correlation, and probable errors

for the five groups was computed. These means appear in Table

XVII as a statistical summary of the relationship between

verbatim memorization and educational aohievement~



TABLE XVII

SUMMARY OF RELATIONSHIP OF VERBATIM MEMORIZATION

PEROENTAGES AND SOHOLARSHIP INDIOES

II!c:4

MN. VERBATIM MN. SOH.. COEFF. OF
GROUP PERCENTAGE INDICES OORRELATION P.E.

135 + 70.g5 71•g3 ,,100 t. 124-

g5-134 71.09 75.61 .073 t.127
39-g4 73:16 6g.7g -.094 !".120

21-3g 73. 25 62.g4 .og6 ±.llg

10-20 73. 24 66.20 .OSl2 !.124

MEAN 72.14 69.05 .051 + .123-
TOTAL 72.gg 65.45 .024 "t .072

verbatim memorization~ eXJ2erience of lli actor.

Do experienced actors memorize more exaotly than actors With

little or no experience? Unfortunately, it wa~ impossible to

obtain data on all theatrical experience of the one hundred

and five actors who had one or more characterizations in the'

fqur.tee:g. r~cordecL prodtlctions. It was possible, however, to

I:lElcEi'I'tain in h.ow many; productions afthe Syoamore Players

each actor had appeared previous to the characterization on

a recording. Every production book on file in the offiC's of

the direotor afdramatics at Indiana State Teachers College
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was carefully examined, and under the name of each 6fthe

one hundred and five players included in this study were

listed every production in which he had appeared, its date,

and the role he had played. In such a manner, the number of

previous performances, ranging from zero to ten, was listed

opposite each of the one hundred and sixty-nine character

izations of Over ten speeches.

The relationship of verbatim memorization and previous

experience was then studied by comparing verbatim memorization

peroentages with their respeotive number of previous perfor

manoes in which the actor of that characterization had

appeared at the time of the recorded production in question.

This information has been tabulated in Tables XVIII, XIX, XX,

XXI, and XXII, one table for each of the five groups of

characterizations established on the basis of number of

speeches"

In the first column was listed the number of the actor;

in tne second column, the letter of the play; in the third

column, the verbatim memorizatiollpercentage; and in the fourth

column, the number of previous performances in productions

of the SycamQre Playe~s. The means, the coefficient of

correlation,. and the probable error were listed at the bottom.



TABLE XVIII

RELATIONSHIP OF VERBATIM MEMORIZATION AND PREVIOUS

EXPERIENCE (135 PLUS)

VERBATIM·
ACTOR PLAY PERCENTAGE EXPERIENCE

1
5
o
o
o
o
1
1
2
2
2
2
7
o
4
4
2
2
2
o
6
o
2
1
1
1
5
7
6
4
4
2
3

2 0 39

39





§MWAA

o
2
o
1
o
1
1
1
o
1
o
o
3
1
1
1
o
5o
o
o
o
2
1
2
3
o

a
o
g
2
o
6

1~44

" it 4#%

E
G
I
B
D
K
F
B'
K
K
D
J
G
G
K
A
H
H
o
M
I'
F
E
E
D
J
G
N
D
D
I
N
H
J

17
50

1
51
52

§~

~j

~~
57
4j
5g
9

59
16
12
60

j~
g

42
61
45
62
42
19
26
63
26
4]
6}

MEAN

VERBATIM
ACTOR PLAY· 1'lJEROENTAGE EXPERIENCE

hi j

TABLE XX

RELATIONSHIP OF VERBATIM MEMORIZATION AND PREVIOUS

EXPERIENCE (39-g4)
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1
2
o
~
o
o
o
o
2
5o
o
o
2
o

~
o
3
1
2
1
([)

2
1
1
2
1
3
1
1
o
2

1 .. 44

=

H
J
I
B
I
I.
I
I
E
I
E
K
H
I
M
H
I
K
E
M
E
E
E
H
N
C
H
N
B:
N
B:
K
N
L

VERBATIM
PLAY . PERCENTAGE EXPERIENOE

, -,- I

64

~~
67
6g
69
70
56
71
2g
23
72.
7~
~3
75
13
13
76
77
5

78
18
79
5

gO
7g

£l
35
25
41
lSI
55
MEAN

r -.064 plus or minus .115
, >:'., '].','j:':.', ,: ".

AOTOR

TABLE XXI

RELATIONSHIP OF VERBATIM MEMORIZATION AND PREVIOUS

EXPERIENOE (21-3g)



o
o
2
o
o
o
2
4
3o
o
o
1
1
1
1
1
2
o
1

10
o
o
o
1
3o
2
3
1
3o
o
1
o
1&26

I
I
1
E
E
E
M
J
E
I
K
I
N
H
J
H
E
J
I
I
J
E
I
J
J
I
I
H
K
K
A
I
E
I
H

VERBATIM
ACTOR PLAY PERCENTAGE EXPERIENCE

MEAN

r -.046 plus o,r minus .114

TABLE XXII

RELATIONSHIP OF VERBATIM MEMORIZATION AND PREVIOUS

EXPERIENCE (10-20)
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The most important information to be observed fn the

.t

only slightly influences the degree of verbatim representa

tion of the script&
"

It was significant to note that the means of the number

of previous characterizations at Indiana State Teachers College

listed in the five foregoing tables decTeased as the size of the

characterization decreased. Quite understandably, actors with

greater,experience were apparently given the more lengthy roles o
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wTable XXIII summarizes the infofmation found in the

previous five tables. Included in this table are the mean

verbatim memorization percentages, the mean number of previous

performances, the coefficients of correlation, and the probable

error of eaoh of the five groups. Included also are the means

of each of these four columns. The IItotal ll entry at the bottom

of the table was oomputed by finding the total verbatim memor

ization percentage for each of the one hundred and five actors

and correlating those~figures with the total number of times

that the respeotive actors had appeared in a Sycamore Players 1

production. Therefore, the "total tl correlation is between

verbatim memorization and total experience, not previous

experience. The total coefficient of correlation was minus

•125, with a probable error of plus or minus .065.



Verbatim memorization and size of role. T'he fourth-- -----
problem to be studied in this chapter is the relationship

between verbatim memorization and the size of the role. It

'Was;noted earlier in the ohapter that the range of the mean

verbatim peroentages for the five different sizes of role

groups was very slight, 4.15 per oent. An examination of

Tabl 13 XXIII discloses an interesting pattern in regard to the

mean verbatim percentages. Each of the five groups included

from thirty-three to thirty-five characterizations, approx

imately the same number. The range of these means is too

=

46

;-

-.32S !.105

- .112 .:t.1l6

-.446 t.093

- .. 06L~ ±..115

-.046 ±.114

- .199 t.109

-.125 ±.065

COEF'F OF
CORRELATION P.E"

MN. VERBATIM MN. EX--;'GROUP pmCENTAGE PERIENCE; : = ;

135 f 71.16 2.39-

815-134 75.31 1.64

39-s4 75.,1' 21 1.44

2l-3S 73.96 1,.44-

10-20 72.51 1.26

MEAN 73.63 1.63

TOTAL 72.99 3.13

= : ; : =:=



too slight to be conclusive, but the pattern is somewhat

regular. The group of characterizations of from eighty-five

to one hundred and thirty-four speeches had the most exact

memorization; the thirty-nine to eighty-four speeches

group was seoond; the 'twenty to thirty-eight group was third;

the ten to twenty group was fourth, and the group with the

most lengthy oharacterizations had" the least exact memori-

zation.

The one hundred and five actors were then plaoed into

seven groups on the basis of the total number of lines they had

recorded in all of their characterizations in the fourteen

recorded productions. A total verbatim memorization per

centage was then computed for each of the seven groups by

dividing the total number of verbatim speeches of every actor

in each group by the total number of speeches recorded by

every actor in the same group.

Table XXIV shows the relationship between the verbatim

memorization percentages and the numbers of speeches recorded.
, ,

The first column places the limits of speeches on the seven

groups; the second column lists the verbatim memorization per

centage of each group.



TABLE XXIV

RELATIONSHIP OF VERBATIM MEMORIZATION AND NUMBER OF

SPEEOHES REOORDED

The group having the most speeches were least exact

in their performance of the script. The three groups having

the:m.ost speeches were below the mean in verbatim percentage;

the four groups having the fewest speeches were above the

mean. The difference is too slight to be cono1usive, but there

is a definite indication that the larger roles require additi'ona1

time, concern, and concentration on the part of the performer,

resulting in memorization difficulties.

:

GROUP
:1 -:

500

400-499

300-399

175-299

100-174

40-99

10-39
MEAN

::
TOTAL VERBATIM

PEROENTAGE

63.10

71. 75

72.34

76.99

75.40

77.57

76.55

72 .99

=:



the bottom of the table ..

Verbet.tim merii.ori~atio;n and diffe'rence of sex.-- . -----

71 6244- 4-676 74.89

98 8221 5882 71.55

169 14465 10558

72 .. 99

OHARACTERI- TOTAL VERBATIM VERBATIM
NO.ZATIONS SPEECHES SPEECHES PERCENTAGEGROUP

FEMALE 49

MALE 56

TOTAL 105

'MEAN'

TABLE XXV

RELATIONSHIP OF VERBATIM MEMORIZATION AND DIFFERENCE OF SEX

A miscellaneous consideration of this s'tudy is the relation

ship. between verbatim memorization achievement and the

difference of sex. Table XXV reports the findings of this

investigation a rather parenthetical inclusion in this

analysis. The number of males or females appearing on the

fourteen recorded produotions is l"isted in the first column;

the number of recorded charaoterizations of over ten speeohes

for eaoh sex is listed in the second column; the total number

of verbatim speeches is listed in the third; and the

verbatim memorization peroentage for each sex is listed in the

fourth oolumn. Totals or a mean for each oolumn is listed at
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The 'female group showed an appreciable superiority

in verbatim memorization performance. There is no assurance

that this fact indicates that women have a greater ability to

memorize. Their achievement in memorization was, however,

3.34 per cent more exact than that of the men. This superi

ority is probably due, in part, to a keener degree of compe

tition for parts among the women; 'consequently, they may

try eagerly to perform their roles industriously and to

reproduce their lines' more accurately.

Verbati..m. memorization .E1!9:. difference of age. The final

problem of this chapter is to show the relationship of

verbatim memorization performance and the age of the actor.

This relationship can be shown only crUdely. The large

majority of actors in the fourteen recordings were of cellege

age, between eighteen and twenty-two years. To compare the

verbatim memorization percentages of age groups within such

a narrow range would be pointless.

However, sixteen of the characterizations were played

by actors younger than oollege-age. Table XXVI compares

the verbatim memorization percentages of these juvenile

pIa:yers with those of aotors of college....age or older.. The

number of-actors included in each group is shown in the first

cOlUmn; the 1:;0 tal recorded speeches of each group are shown

fntll'esecOnd·' colufun; the total verbatim speeches of each group

iiresb.6w-n in the third column; and the verbatim memeri zation
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percentage for eaoh group is shown in 'the fourth oolumn.

The total or mean for each oolumn is given at the bottom of

the tablee

TABLE XXVI

COMPARISON OF JUVENILE AND OOLLEGE-AGE AOTORSI VERBATIM

MEMORIZATION ACHIEV~,mNT

TOTAL VERBATIM VERBATIM..GROUP NO. SPEECHES SPEEOHES PEROENTAGE

JUVENILE 16 1459 1141 76.g3
OTHERS g9 13006 9417 72 .44-
TOTAL 105 14465 1055g
MEAN 72.99

The juvenile group showed an appreoiable superiority

over-the college...age group in respeot of verbatim memori-

zatIon. It oannot be logioally supposed that the ohild or

,adolesoent has superior memorizati.on ability; the measure

ment:of ability and attitude oan not be measured in this

survey. Their achievement was, however, 4.39 per oent

hi~herthanthat of theoollege-age group. It would seem

:that,ln>part,this differenoewasoaused by a greater

degree of enthusiasm' on the part of the juvenile players ..
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D. SUBJEOTIVE INFLUENCES OF VERBATIM MIDffORIZATION IN THE THEATRE

It was stated in Chapter I that one of the chief

limitations of this study is that some of the most significant

factors causing good or bad verbatim memorization are of

such SUbjective nature that they can not be objectively treated.

The purpose of this chapter is to examine these factors briefly

in order to present a more thorough analysis of verbatim

memorization in the Indiana State Teachers College theatre

program ..

Atti tude of the actor" ·The first of these factors,

generally stated, is that of attitude. It appears almost

too obvious to be mentioned that an accurate word-far-word

presentation of the script depended considerably upon the

actorts intention in that regard. The actor who intends to

be other than verbatim is all too well known; he is the ad

libber. He thinks that it is clever to rewrite the play

during its production. He is usually clever enough to es

cape any of the dangers of this practice, and he is often

perSOnally admired by his audience. However, he causes ex

treme anguish to the director and considerable uneasiness and

tension to the other members of the cast. Furthermore, as was

stated before, the play is certain to suffer in unity and

the speeches are not presented exactly.

ter did not personally kItow all of the one
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hundred and five actors who appeared in one or more of the

There is another aspect of the actor's attitude which

probably influenced verbatim memori~ation percentages. It is

that of industry~ An actor may intend to memorize his lines

accurately--and never get around to doing it. This type of

actor is not an ad-libber by intention but beoause of lazi

ness or lack of determil'iation and persistenoe. The actor who

is willing to devote considerable time to learning and re

learning his lin.es is almost certain to have a higher verbatim

memorization percentage than the actor who is content to lea:;-n

his lines at the rehearsals. The latter actor may reproduce

his liries~xadtly through some fortunate COincidence, bU~li he

is"flir,rn.ore' likely to be guilty of ma.ny errors due to his



uncertainty in his state of quasi-memorization of his role •
.t

A third aspect of the actor's attitude is his

professional ambition. It would seem probable that the

actor who had ambition of entering the professional, ed

ucational, or civic theatre in a serious manner would make

a greater effort for accurate memorization than the actor who
..

appeared in college theatre productions as a means of gaining

attention or having a good time. Once again, there is no

way to prove this contention statistically, for what actor

would admit that his purpose in the theatre was not a serious

one.

The attitude of the actor, therefore, was probably

very instrumental in shaping his verbatim memorization per

centage. The degree of this relationship, however, can not

be discovered.

Psychological forgetfulness. The second general

subjective factor which probably influenced verbatim memori

zation in this study is that of psychological difficulties.

The actor may have had a psychological aversion to a particular

word or word sequence. The writer is not an advanced student

of psychOlogy, and is, therefore, not qualified to analyze this

problem in relation to its effect on verbatim memorization.

The opinions of recognized "psychologists in. the field of

memorization are, consequently, briefly stated 80 that the
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study may be a mor~ complete one.

A. A. Brill, M. D., lecturer on psychoanalysis andJ

abnormal psychology at New York University, has this to say

about forgetfulness:

People general~y regard forgetting as a common occur
rence and I hear a good deal about it from patients,
who very often irdorm me that they are very nervous and
that they are forgetting all the time. When I sometimes
ask the person to give me an ~xample, he stops and thinks
for a long time and then declares that last week he had
to do such and such a thing at such and such a place, but
forgot. Now imagine a person who is forgetful, remembering
what happened last weekJ In the final analysis there is
but one kind of forgetfUlness, organic forgetfulness. If
one forgets in any real sense of the word he has some
organic brain trouble which can be diagnosed by a physi
cian or neurologist in about ten minutes. If there is
no organic condition, his so-called forgetting may be
ultimately reduced to two causes: first, that he really
did not wish to remember what he claims he "forgot";
secondly, that he either never knew it or that he never
considered it important enough to know. Eliminating the
second factor, we find when we ask ourselves why we have
forgotten to do something, that we did not wish to do
it, that there was something inlthat particular act that
was unpleasant or disagreeable.

To relate Doctor Brill's argument to this particular

study, it can be seen that his second reason for "so-called

forgetfulness", that "he never knew it or that he never con....

sidered it important enough to know", has been treated earlier

in this chapter under the topic of attitude of the actor.

Certain actors included in this study did not forget their

1 A. A.Bri"ll, Fundamental Conceptions of PS~ChO
analysi<s(New York: Harcourt, Brace and Company, 19~1)-,pp. 49-50



Relating Doctor Brillts argument to this research,

it can be readily seen that many actors will not present their

speeches exactly because of an unpleasant association with a

p13.rticular word or speech oI'scene; they will claim, and

aCtually believe,thatthey have forgotten. Perhaps an un...

pI'easant childhOod experience or au unpleasant rehearsal in-,

cident will cause a scene or portion of a scene to be
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extremely painful to the actor; his mihd might easily choose

to send the correct words, which were once known, into

Doctor Brill's state of so-called forgetfulness, into the

unconscious mindo

Edward Lo Thorndike, an eminent American psychologist,

modifies Brillts theory on forgetfulness by stating:

Some have argued that if satisfying after-effects
strengthen connection whereas annoying after-effects
weaken them, we ought to remember satisfying and forget
annoying experiences 0 • • The Law of Effect would not
lead us to remember experiences that were pleasant and
forget experiences that were painful, but to remembe~
e:x:periences that have been pleasant 1Q. remember, and
forget experiences that have been painful to remember,
a very different matter. To be reminded of the pains of
past diseases is an obVious delight to many persons,
who describe them with gusto. How far people do recall
those matters whose recall gives them satisfaction rather
than those whose recall annoys them has not, to my know
ledge, been measured. The nearest to such a measurement
which I have found is by Zeigarnik, who reports that boys
who failed in a croche'ting tasle remembered the task
among others which they had done, but that girls who
failed often forgot ito Zeigarnik found in general that
subj ects often forgot those tasks in which they had ..
failed and felt ashame.d of failing .. · Only 32 per cent of
such were remem~ered as compared with a general average
of 6g per cent.

,Thorndike's corollary to Brill ~ s proposition is pre

sented feDr two purposes. First, it substantiates more completely

what wa.ssaid earlier in the chapter about the ad-libber.. The

t!.suallypainful experience of forgetting lines was, no doubt,

3EdwardL.Thorndike, The Fundamen.tals of Learning
(New 'York: T.eachers,Oollege, C.olumbia University, 1932), .
pp. 45g-459~' .
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an experience "pleasaui 1Q. remembeR" to the ad-libber. Second,

it should be kept in mind that the actual pleasantness or un

pleasantness of any experience, by repetition or association,

does not serve to cause remembrance or forgetfulness. The

most serviceable cri~erion is that a person is more likely to

remember "experiences that have been 12leasant to remember, and

forget experiences that have been, painful .:tQ. remember."
4

Franklin J. Shaw recently conducted an experiment in

which each one of a group of students was given a list of

adjectives alleged to have been prepared by their classmates in

description of them. After a period of one week, Shaw tested

their recall of these adjectives. He found that in each case,

the percentage of errors was smaller when the evaluation made

by the alleged rater was favorable~

It is probable that psychological forgetfulness is an

important factor in determining the degree of verbatim ~emori

zation in the theatre; but it was impossible to ,determine that

degree of influence. In order to measure psychological forget ....

fulnessin a study such as this, the study would have had to

have been made by a competent psychoanalyst who would have had

to have had an opportunt'ty to examine personally each of the

one hundred and five actors included in this study.

< ... 4. Franklin J~ ShaiV, n Two Determinants of Selective
F0r~ettingll/The Journal/of Abnormal and Social PsychologI,
39::+37"Oct~b"6'r71,944• - . -



OHAPTER III

SUMMARY, CONOLUSIONS, AND REOOMMENDATIONS

The purpose of this concluding chapter is to summarize

the findings of this study and to suggest studies that

would further analyze verbatim memorization in the theatre.

SummarI of extent Qi verbatim ~morization. The first

problem of this research was to diScover the extent of

verbatim memorization in the theatre program of Indiana State

Teachers Oollege. This was accomplished by oomparing fourteen

recordings of actual productions by the Sycamore Players with

the actual soripts of those plays. A percentage of verbatim

memorization was computed for eaoh production. These

pereen~ages ranged from 61.63 per cent to S3.l5 per cent, and

the mean was 73.11 per cent. Nearly three of every four

spe~ches were delivered word for word in the fourteen recorded

productions at Indiana State Teachers College which were

included in this study.

SUmmary Qi nature of non-verbatim memorization. The

second problem was to discover the nature of imperfect .
representations of the scripts. This was done by classifying

these imperfections into four groups: substitutions, additions,

SUbtractions, and rearrangements" Substitutions comprised
, '-

36'~92\Pe.J:' cent; additions, 29.12 per cerit; SUbtractions, 23.09
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per cent; and rear~angements, 10.S7 p~r cent of the total

non-verbatim speeches.

SUmmary of verbatim memorization and the rehearsal--""""'",;;;;,;::;==-=
sohedule. The third problem was to learn what relationship

existed between verb~tim memorization and the rehearsal

schedule. It was discovered that very little relationship

existed between the number of rehearsals of a play and the

verbatim memorization percentage of that play. The coef

ficient of correlation between those two factors was .I6S.

It was further discovered that there was a significant but

small relationship between the number of days from the

first rehearsal of a play to its final dress rehearsal and

the verbatim memorization percentage of that play. The

coefficient of correlation was .409, significant but very

slight.

SummarI Qi objective analysi§ of possible influenc~ng

factors on verbatim memorization of the actor. The fourth.......~,........-.- --
oonsideration of this survey was to determine the relation

ship that existed between verbatim memorization in the

theatre of Indiana State Teaohers College and such various

factors as intelligence, educational aohieveme:r:rt, previous

theatrioal experience, (at Indiana State Teachers College),

size of role, difference of sex, and age. These various

faotors were compared with the memorization achievement

of the actors and not with their ability to memorize.
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There was no significant relationship between the

verbatim memorization peroentages of oharaoterizations and

the peroentile soores aohieved on the Amerioan Counoil of

Eduoation Psyohologioal'Examination by the aotors who played

those oharaoterizations. The charaoterizations were placed

into one of five oategories aooording to the number of speeches

of the oharacterizations. The mean ooefficient of the five

coefficients of oorrelation computed, one for each size of

role category, was .022, indioating almost no relationship

between verbatim memorization peroentages and peroentile

scores.

There was also no significant relationship existing

between v61"batim memori zation performa11ces ana. the soholar""

ship index of the actor at Indiana State Teaohers College.

Five coefficients of oorrelation were computed, one for each

category; its mean coefficient was .051, indicating practi

cally no relationship between verrotim memorization and

educational achievement.

The mean of the five ooefficients of correlation

computed between verbatim memorization percentages and the

n:umber of previous oharacterizations in the Indiana State
,

TeaohersCollegetheatre program was minus .199. This ooef-

fioient is larger than either of the preoeding mean ooef

ficients ,but it is yet>far tdosmall 'to be termed
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significant. It:is interesting, however, to note that

there is a slight indication that experienced actors did

not memorize so exactly as did the less experienoed actors.

The mean verbatim memorization percentage of each of

the five size-of-role groups was then compared. The group

of characterizations of from eighty-five to one hundred and

thirty-five speeches had the highest mean verbatim percentage,

75.31 per cent. The thirty-nine to eighty-four group, the

twenty-one to thirty-eight group, and the ten to twenty

group followed in that descending order. The group of

characterizations of one hundred and thirty-five or more

speeohes had the lowest mean verbatim percentage, 71.16

per cent. The actors were then placed into seven groups

according to the number of total speeches they had per

formed, in one or more characterizations, in the fourteen

recorded productions. There was a strong indication that the

actor with many speeches does not memorize so exactly as the

actor who has fewer speeches. The three groups With the

most lines recorded were significantly inferior in memori

zation performanoes to the four groups who had fewer lines

recorded.

There were two other miscellaneous relationships ex-'

a.m:i.lled. It was found that the female memorization per

cen~age Was 3.34- per cent higher than the male memori'zation



percentage. It wa,s found also that t;b.e juvenile actor's

verbatim memorization percentage was 4.39 per cent higher

than the percentage of actors of college-age or older.

SummarJ[ of subjective influences Qf verbatim

memorization in~ theatre. The fifth and final problem

of this research was to examine those possible sUbjective

influences of verbatim memorization that could not be

examined statistically. The two general influences,

attitude of the actor and psychological forgetfulness, were

studied in Ohapter V.

The attitude of the actor is very probably a signif

icant influence on the memorization performance of that

actor. The ad-libber will intentionally reproduce his

speeches inaccurately. The lazy actor will not use sufficient

time or energy to learn his role; it is not that he forgets

his lines but that he has never thoroughly known them.

Fur~hermore, the aotor wh0 has a temporary and frivolous

interest in the theatre is less likely to memorize his speeches

exactly than the aotor who has a permanent theatrioal interest.

Psyoh0logioal forgetfullness is a probable reason for

errors in regard to verbatim representation of -the play.

Brill and Thorndike believe that a person remembers exper- .

i~nCe$that are pleasant to remember and forgets experienoes

that arepainft1l to remember. Therefore, an unpleasant
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association with a word, a speech, or a scene may cause the

actor to misrepresent the word or speech, or, temporarily,

to forget the word or speech completely.

Final SummarY. In final summary, the following

conclusions should be noted:

I. Nearly three of every ~our speeches, or 73.11
per cent, were delivered verbatim in the fourteen
recorded productions.

2. The most prevalent type of non-verbatim memori
zation was that" ofsubsti tution.

3. There was no significant relationship between
verbatim memorization of a produotion and its number
of rehearsals.'

4. There was a signifioant but small positive
relationship between verbatim memorization of a pro
duction and the number of days in rehearsal of that
produotion.

5. There was no significant relationship between
verbatim memorization of the actor and either his
intelligence or eduoational achievement.

6. There was a very slight indication that expere
ienoed actors did not memorize as exaotly as did less
experienoed aotors.

7. There was a definite indication that characteri
zationsof few speeches were more verbatim than larger
charaoterizations.

s. The memorization percentage of the female sex
was 3.34 per cent higher than that of the male sex.

9. The memorization peroentage of the juvenile
aotors was 4.39 per cent higher than that of actors
ofe011 ege--age. '0r '01del' •



10. The attitude of the actor is very probably a
significant influencing factor on the memorization
percentage of that actor.

11. Psychological forgetfulness is a probable reason
for errors in regard to verbatim representation of the
play.

Recomm.endations. Individual voice recordings have

become prominent in recent years as a helpful device to be

used in speech instruction to improve the pitch, force, rate,

voice quality, pronunciation, and other factors of the

individual voice. The writer highly recommends that the

recording of plays be used to similar advantage. For example,

if the play were recorded when the production was in its

dress rehearsal stage, the actors could hear the recording

before the first presentation of the play; consequently,

they should be able to give a more polished interpretation of

their individua+ roles. Listening to the recorded play

could have another advantageous effect. It is conceivable

that'part of the reason why more experienced actors did not

memorize exactly was due simply to carelessness; they did

not realize that they were making errors. They could not

possibly fail to realize the lack of verbatim memorization,

however, if they compared their speeches of the recorded play
.

with the script. The use of the recording as a device in the

direction of drama should become increasingly frequent.

The purpose of this survey has been to analyze verbatim
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This survey has been a general analysis of verbatim

66
memorization in the theatre program of Indiana State Teachers

t

memorization. More comprehensive examinations of each of the

College. Surveys of a similar nature conducted in the theatre

programs of other colleges, in the civic or community theatre

program, or in the professional theatre would be valuable. It

would be interesting to note whether the conclusions of this

survey would coincide with those of other surveys of this

nature.

objective influences of verbatim memorization of the actors

would be very helpful to a better understanding of the problems

involved in verbatim memorization. An investigation of the

relationship of stag~:'fr'iglTt to exact :r~production of the

script might prove both ,:1ntE1:rEl~ld,ng arid-valuable. Research of

an experimental nature that controlled all of the variable fac

tors except one and measured the degree of influence certain

factors have on verbatim memorization would provide a more

thorough insight into the problems of exact memorization.

The importance of verbatim representation of the written

play in effecting good drama is sufficient to warrant thorough

investigations into these and other of its problems.
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A

REOORDEDPRODUCTIONS INCLUDED IN THIS STUDY

NAME OF DATE OF
PRODUOTION PRODUOTION

The Hastl Heart December 19, 1945
John Patrick

Qgi of the Frying Pan October 29, 1942
Francis Swann

She Stoops tOOonauer February 4, 1947
Oliver Goldsmith

ill.m.. Danqz September 30, 1941
William Saroyan

Master ~kylark December 10, 1942
John Bennett

Angel Street April 2, 1946
Patrick Hamilton

But Fair Tomorrow July 13, 1946
Douglass Parkhirst

Eve of St. Mark November 12, 1942
Ma'i"well"Anderson

Stage Door April 12, 1945
George S. Kaufman
Edna Ferber

Our Town June 1, 1944
TiiOrnton Wilder

Snafu February 26, 1946.
Louis Solomon
Harold Bachman

Ladies in Retirement January 21, 1943
Edward Percy
Reginald Denham

On Borrowed Time March 23, 19~3
Paul Ostorn -

Arsenic and Old Lace March 1, 1943
Joseph Kesselring
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SAMPLE TABULATION SHEET OF ANGEL STnE~

RE-ARCHARAOTER VERBATIM ADD SUBTRAOt SUBSTITUTE RANGE-
Mr. Manningham f1Nf11J11'Urttifmnu fH.J.11il /H.I JH.J NJ.I fHj 1'1# iHJ I NU (III

Nij tI7J ~ 1tU 1m IN.J. lH1 fH.4 III
~ J 10

~J31 1m mt ~ tnJ N{J f'I1J 1m 1IJI 13tN.J IJI..I JHJ lUI f14I IHJ H.J.J tHJ ),0
1W l'N/. tW rw mt rw -{NJ. JI

S3
Mrs. Manningham tHl.1Ni rtU'l1H 1J.I.J1HJ

tHJ-ml NilIffi]ffi WJ Jill l.JiJrnJHlJfHJmJffl.JI'1HNlJ1HJ-HJJ.
"tN./1 tfJ./. 1I'A. J Iffl.}]'I/.JftNmJJ'IJ.J/11J.lHJrNJ

J' 'J.' 1Jl-6 1m. 1f.IJ 11/.1 1'/011 /'HI f14J fIjJ. N#J

11It-U lAJ '114 1iJJ tHJ rnJ 11# 1111
,,~m.l.11#i.1m!11YitHmJ

De tee t i v e Rougl1wJ11'J.I,H.JrHJ I'm »iJ 1ffJ. , 1IJ.J.:lmJN.J -mJtHJlJI 111 1

7i-/.J 1'H.I JtI.J tH.l1HJ rm N1J 1})J /f111W fH.!
tf.I.J 1tfj. 1HJ~ 1HJ JH.JlijJ ~ & 30 13 t/1.') /W.J. m). II)

1.53
Nancy N-IJ fH./ 1'IJ.1 H+L JH.J 1'fI.J J'ilJI II/I Dlf-II II

~lJ l'ffltN.Jf1l.I/'IiJ to ¥ 7 2- JCj
Elizabeth ~"'/~.(tHiJiIJ flN 1'H.J III

lf~·
1'Jf./ J'1'I.J THJ I

J 3 () J S'"
TOTAL

(PJ.~ 1/-1.. S?3 If£' ~1 ,Q7
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